The Harris Fine Arts Center is a complicated building when you don’t understand the layout but when you do, it isn’t as confusing.

The alphabet that precedes the three-digit room number indicates the wing in the building so “E-250” means Room 250 in the E Wing. The floor where you checked in is **Floor 3** to give you a perspective.

To find rooms easily, look for the yellow signs:
- E-400 and the Madsen Recital Hall entrances are one floor up.
- E-354, the de Jong Concert Hall, the Pardoe Theatre entrances are on the same level as the check-in desk.
- E-208, E-222 to E-229, E-250, and E-251 are one floor down in the E Wing. F-201 is on the opposite side in the F Wing
- E-104, E-106, and C-180 are two floors down.

**ELEVATORS**
Elevators are in the B and E Wings

**RESTROOMS**
Restrooms on floor 4 are in the A, E, and F Wings
Restrooms on floor 3 are in the E and F Wings
Restrooms on floor 2 are in the D Wing